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Summary 

In the paper the model of a two–way profile analysis is considered. There are given tests of 
hypotheses verified in such the model. 
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1. Introduction 

In many experiments measurements are provided repeatedly on the same 
units. For example, the contents of a microelement is measured on the same 
plant repeatedly during its growing, psychological tests are provided on the 
same person in some time distances etc. As a result of observations for each 
unit a vector of measurements is obtained. It is clear that observations provided 
on the unit are not independent. There are at least two ways of analyzing results 
of such data. The first way consists in estimating the dependence within a vec-
tor of observations and then methods of growth curve analysis or time series 
analysis are used. Those methods usually requires a sufficiently large number of 
observations per unit. In the second way the methods of multivariate linear 
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models methods are applied, especially profile analysis.  Here by profile is un-
derstood the plot of results obtained on the same unit. Suppose now that ob-
served units are divided into disjoint groups. By a group profile is meant the 
plot of mean values of individual profiles of units in a group. The aim of the 
profile analysis is to investigate interrelations between group profiles. 

The literature on the multivariate statistical models is rather plenteous (see 
References). Some books and articles on the subject are given in bibliography. 
Statistical profile analysis as a part of multivariate linear models is considered 
in all cited papers. Unfortunately, only so called one-way profile analysis is 
considered, but nether two–way. As because two factor experiments are fre-
quently provided in agriculture there is a need of tools for two–way profile 
analysis. Tests for hypotheses verified in two–way case are explicitly shown in 
the third section of the paper. In the second section of the paper main ideas of 
one--way profile analysis are recalled. 

2. Some remarks on a one-way profile analysis 

Suppose that N objects are divided into k groups of sizes kNN ,,1 K   re-

spectively. For each object we have a vector of p observations (for example, the 
same variate is measured p times). Observations may be modeled in the following 
way: 

,,,1,,,1, kiNj iijiij KK ==+= εξy  

where [ ]′= ijpijij yy ,,1 Ky  is the vector of observations on the j-th unit in the i-

th group, [ ]′ξξ= ipii ,,1 Kξ is the mean vector for i-th group and ijε  is the p-

vector of random errors. The model may be written in the terms of a single ob-
servation as 

.,,1,,,1,,,1, phNjkiy iijhihijh KKK ===+= εξ  

Vectors kξξ K,1  may be presented graphically as profiles (see Figures A, B, C 

for 3=k  and 4=p ). The main aim of the one-way profile analysis is to verify 

three hypotheses on profiles. The first one is the question if profiles are parallel 
(Fig. A.). This hypothesis is written in the form: 
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or equivalently 

( )kihconsthiih ,,11, K=∀=ξ−ξ + . 

 
 
The second question is on equal level of groups: are the mean values of the 
observed p variables the same or not (different symbols on the right side of the 
Fig. B): 
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The third question  (equal response means) is if the overall means in groups 
are the same or not (bullets in the Fig. C): 
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The tests for all above hypotheses may be found in (for example) Morrison 
(1967). 

The problems of comparison of profiles in a two–way experiment are 
analogous. Details are given in the next section. 
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3. Two–way profile analysis 

Consider the following linear model for observations 

ijlhijhjhihhijlhy ε+η+τ+α+µ= , 

for mlcjki ,,1;,,1;,,1 KKK ===  and 1;,,1 >= pph K .  Here k is the 
number of levels of the first treatment, c is the number of levels of the second 
treatment, m is the number of independent vectors of observations in each com-
bination and 1>p  is the number of random variables observed per cell, i.e. the 
dimension of observed vector. For convenience the overall number of observa-
tions we denote by kcmN = . In the model, hµ  is a general mean of hth re-

sponse, ihα   is an effect of ith level of the first treatment on hth response, jhτ  is 

an effect of jth level of the second treatment on hth response, ijhη  is an effect of 

interaction of ith and jth levels of treatments on hth response and ijlhε  is an 

usual normal random variable term. 
In matrix notation 

εXβY += , 

where pN×Y  is the matrix of observations, pN×ε  is the matrix of random errors, 

[ ]mkckmcmkcN 1I1I1I11X ⊗⊗⊗⊗= MMM , 

and 

′
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Here z1  is the z-vector of ones, zI  is the identity ( )zz× -matrix. In what fol-

lows the null z-vector and null ( )21 zz × -matrix will be exploit and will be de-

noted by z0   and 
21 zz ×0   respectively. 

Rank r of matrix X  is of course kc. 
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Below there are given tests for all hypothesis verified in the two–way pro-
file analysis. Because all hypothesis are of the form (A.1) (see Appendix) in all 
tests the statistic (A.2) is applied. Hence there will be only given explicit formu-
lae for matrices (A.3) and (A.4). Ranks g and u of the appropriate matrices will 
be given as well. 

 
Test of the parallelism of profiles of all treatments 

( )cjkihconstH hijijh ,,1;,,1: 1, KK ==∀=− +µµ . 

Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 
 

[ ]kckckckc I1II11CC MMM ×⊗= 1  

with 

][ 111 −− −= kckc 1IC M , ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here 1−= kcg  and 1−= pu . 

 
Test of equality of general means 
 

hconstH h ∀=µ: . 

Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 
 

]1[ kcck ++= 0C M , ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here 1=g  and 1−= pu . 

Test of the parallelism of profiles of the first treatment 

( )kihconstH hiih ,,1: 1, K=∀=− +αα . 

Matrix notation 
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0MCβ =:H , 

( ) ( ) ][ 1111 ckkk +×−−= 0C0C MM  

with  
][ 111 −− −= kk 1IC M , ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here 1−= kg  and 1−= pu . 
 
 
Test of the parallelism of profiles of the second treatment 

( )cjhconstH hjjh ,,1: 1, K=∀=− +ττ . 

Matrix notation 
0MCβ =:H , 

( ) ( ) ][ 1111 kcckcc ×−×−−= 0C00C MMM  

with  
][ 111 −− −= cc 1IC M , ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here 1−= cg  and 1−= pu . 
 
 
Test of the parallelism of profiles of interactions 

( )cjkihconstH hijijh ,,1;,,1: 1, KK ==∀=− +ηη . 

Matrix notation 
0MCβ =:H , 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ][ 11111111 C1CI00C ⊗−⊗= −−+×−−−− kkckckck MMM  

with  
][ 111 −− −= cc 1IC M , ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here ( )( )11 −−= ckg  and 1−= pu . 
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Test of the equality of levels of all treatments 

( )cjkiconstH
p

h
ijh ,,1;,,1:

1

KK ===∑
=

µ . 

Matrix notation 
0MCβ =:H , 

 

[ ]kckckckc I1II11CC MMM ×⊗= 1  

with 
[ ]111 −− −= kckc 1IC M , p1M = . 

Here 1−= kcg  and 1=u . 

 
Test of the equality of levels of the first treatment 

( )kiconstH
p

h
ih ,,1:

1

K==∑
=

α . 

Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 

( ) ( ) ][ 1111 ckkk +×−−= 0C0C MM  

with  

[ ]111 −− −= kk 1IC M , p1M = . 

Here 1−= kg  and 1=u . 

 
Test of the equality of levels of the second treatment 

( )cjconstH
p

h
jh ,,1:

1

K==∑
=

τ . 
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Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 

( ) ( ) ][ 1111 kcckcc ×−×−−= 0C00C MMM  

with  

[ ]111 −− −= cc 1IC M , p1M = . 

Here 1−= cg  and 1=u . 

 
Test of the equality of levels of interactions 

( )cjkiconstH
p

h
ijh ,,1;,,1:

1

KK ===∑
=

η . 

Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ][ 11111111 ′⊗−⊗= −−+×−−−− C1CI00C kkckckck MMM  

with  

[ ]111 −− −= cc 1IC M , p1M = . 

Here ( )( )11 −−= ckg  and 1=u . 

 
Test of the equality of response means of all treatments 

hconstH
k

i
ijh

c

j

∀=∑∑
= =1 1

: µ . 
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Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 

][ 1 kcck +++′= 1C , ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here 1=g  and 1−= pu . 

 
Test of the equality of response effect of the i-th level of the first treatment 

.: hconstH ih ∀=α  

Matrix notation 

0MCβ =:H , 

]0[ '''
kccki 00eC MMM=  

with  

,],,[ 1 ′= kiiki ee Ke  




≠
=

=
im

im
emi   if  0

  if   1
   ,   ][ 11 ′−= −− pp 1IM M . 

Here 1=g  and 1−= pu . 
Similarly for levels of the second treatment and interactions. 

4. Concluding remarks 

In the paper there are given exact formulae for testing hypothesis in a two-
way profile analysis. Using given formulae it is quite easy to do analysis nu-
merically with the aid of the standard mathematical packages as Mathematica, 
Mathlab and other.  Unfortunately, any of known to the author statistical pack-
ages do not preform profile analysis. 
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Appendix 

Multivariate linear model: 

εXβY +=  

where pN×Y  – matrix of observations, qN×X – matrix of experiment,  pq×β – 

matrix of unknown coefficients, pN×ε  – matrix of random errors. It is assumed 

that ][ 1 ′= Nεεε MLM , where iε  is a p-vector distributed as ( )Σ0 ,ppN  for 

Ni ,,1K= , iε  and jε  are independent for .ji ≠  

Test for hypothesis 

 0MβC =××× uppqqgH :0  (A.1) 

( )Xrankr = , ( )Crankg = ,  ( )Mranku = , ( )rgs ,min=  is based on the 

statistic (see for example Morrison 1976) 

 1−= HEtr
t

w
F , (A.2) 
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where ugt −= , urNw −−=  and 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) YMXXXCCXXCCXXXYMH ′′′′′′′′= −−−−
 (A.3) 

 ( )( )YMXXXIYME 'X−′−′′= . (A.4) 

Hypothesis 0H  is not rejected at α  level if ( )wtFF ,;α< , ( )wtF ,;α  being a 

critical value of the F distribution with ( )wt,  degrees of freedom. 
Useful matrix in the two-way model: 

( )( )
[ ]′

++
=−

32111
1

BBB1X MMMNmck
, 

where 

( )( )
( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) .11

,1

,1

3

2

1

mkkkcck

kmcck

mkkkc

kc

c

k

111I11IB

111IB

111I1B

⊗′−+⊗′−+=

⊗′−+=

⊗′−+⊗=

 

Of course ( ) ( ) '−−− =′ XXXX . Now, matrix ( ) 'XXXXI −′−N  as well as other 

matrices may be easy obtained. 

DWUCZYNNIKOWA ANALIZA PROFILOWA 
Z INTERAKCJAMI 

Streszczenie 

W pracy rozwaŜany jest model dwuczynnikowej z interakcjami analizy profilowej. Podane 
są testy hipotez weryfikowanych w takim modelu. 

Słowa kluczowe: analiza profilowa, wielowymiarowa analiza statystyczna, doświadczenie dwu-
czynnikowe 

Klasyfikacja AMS 2000: 62H15, 62J10 


